
MODECOM
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PRO SILENT



Great possibilities of interior arrangement. 

CAPACITY

The use of high-quality materials during 

production ensures its durability. 

QUALITY

The possibility of mounting a CPU cooler up to 163 mm. 

CPU COOLING

2 x 120 mm fan on the front of the case and 

1 x 120 mm fan on the back of the case. 

3 x FANS

Two mesh stripes on the edges of the front of 

the casing, mesh under the casing and on top. 

MESH

Functional interior with a tunnel for power supply 

and HDD 3.5” hard drives.

FUNCTIONAL

Space for graphics cards up to 395 mm. 

GRAPHIC CARD

Anti-dust filters.

FILTERS

2 mm thick noise-dampening mats.

NOISE-DAMPENING MATS







"OBERON HAS EVERYTHING THAT AN AVERAGE USER 

MAY REQUIRE" 

The history of the MODECOM Oberon model dates back to 2016, when its

first version appeared on store shelves. It offers a number of useful features

that every gaming enthusiast will appreciate.

Over the years, the Oberon model has evolved - an additional fan, removable

PCIE brackets, or rubberized cable grommets are just some of the changes.

MODECOM Oberon won not only the hearts of gamers, but also the

sympathy of experts. They agreed that the installation of a gaming computer

or work computer in the MODECOM Oberon case is not only a reasonable

choice, but also economically justified.
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Noise-dampening mats inside on the right, left, top and front

panels. They are designed to dampen the sound of working

components and cooling fans of the processor and graphics card.

They reduce the noise coming from inside the computer, even

during intense gaming.

NOISE-DAMPENING 
MATS



DESIGN

FUNCTIONALITY 
The high functionality of the case is its advantage - large 

possibilities of interior arrangement will allow you to build an 

efficient computer for games or work. 

Modern and beautiful appearance of the case thanks to the 

fashionable and elegant design. 

STANDARD ATX
ATX standard case.



Capacious and modern PC case.



ELEGANT

BLACK

MODERN 

WHITE 

AVAILABLE IN TWO COLORS 



MODECOM OBERON PRO SILENT has been designed for users who appreciate a

spacious and functional interior combined with an attractive, modern design.

2 mm noise-dampening mats reduce the amount of decibels coming out of interior.

During intense gaming, components such as the processor or graphics card heat up and

the fans run faster and faster, producing more noise, which can disturb and is

unpleasant. Noise-dampening mats reduce this noise and allow you to play without the

characteristic "howling" of component fans.

The MODECOM OBERON PRO SILENT version is modern construction based on the

experience of previous versions of the OBERON series.

PC CASE

OBERON 
PRO SILENT





Soundproofed PC case, which limits the decibel coming from the inside of the computer.

Inside, there are rubber grommets. They were designed to protect the cables against damage.

NOISE-
DAMPENING 
MATS AND 
RUBBER 
CABLE 
GROMMET



FOR GAMING / 

WORK / STUDY
The fashionable, but at the same time elegant design of the case will suit both the gamers stand and the desk 

intended only for work or study. 

3 x FANS Three 120mm fans are factory-mounted. Two on the front and the other on the back of the case. 

REMOVABLE 

PCI/PCIe

BRACKETS

All PCIe brackets are with screws. You can easily remove any PCIe bracket without breaking them out.

NOISE-DAMPENING

MATS
2 mm noise-dampening mats.

01.

02.

03.

04.

10 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD HAVE IT

RUBBER CABLE 

GROMMETS
05. They were designed to protect the cables against damage.



HDD / SSD You can install three 2.5” SSDs and two 3.5" HDDs in a tool-free system.

TUNNEL The power supply tunnel separates the PSU from other components. This solution ensures a lower temperature

inside the case.

PSU Inside, there is a large space (240 mm) for the power supply. This allows for the installation of long power supplies

and easy cabling arrangement.

PANEL Front panel with audio inputs, USB, reset and power button. 

06.

07.

08.

09.

10 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD HAVE IT

MODERN DESIGN10. MODECOM OBERON PRO SILENT has its charm. It is a modern case for building a modern gaming computer.



HDD/SSD

In MODECOM OBERON PRO SILENT you may install three 2.5” SSDs

and two 3.5" HDDs in a tool-free system. The power supply and

bracket for 3.5” hard drives are placed in a covered tunnel on the

bottom of the case, while SSDs are mounted on both sides of the

interior construction, which does not block the air flow inside.



PRACTICAL 
SOLUTIONS

All PCIe brackets are with screws. You can

easily remove any PCIe bracket without breaking

them out.



ANTI-DUST FILTER
BOTTOM

The filter on the bottom of the power supply protects the inside

of the case from dust and dirt.

Simply disassemble the filter and clean it thoroughly to ensure a

constant flow of air to the power supply.



CHOOSE IT FOR THE OFFICE 

Fashionable white or elegant black? Regardless of which color

version you choose - your desk will look modern and elegant.

We know that you need not only functionality, but also an interesting

design.



MODECOM OBERON PRO SILENT is also perfect as a PC case

for building an efficient gaming computer.

For years, MODECOM OBERON cases have been used as for

building gaming units and are exhibited at the largest gaming

events in Europe, such as Poznań Game Arena, Intel Extreme

Masters or Gamescom.

PERFECT FOR GAMING

PLAY AS 
YOU LIKE



BLACK OR 

WHITE

NOISE-DAMPENING 

MATS

REDUCED 

COMPONENTS 

NOISE

3 FANS



Fans

Standard

Yes, 3 x 120 mm

ATX

OBERON 
PRO SILENT



Model OBERON PRO SILENT

Type Midi tower

Recommended for Home / office / gaming

Dimensions 455*205*475 mm (L*W*H)

Motherboard standard ATX / Micro ATX / ITX

Ports on the front/top panel

USB 3.0 2

USB 2.0 2

microphone input YES

earphones output YES (HD AUDIO)

Tool-free mounting YES

Drive bays

external 5,25" 1

external 3,5" 0

internal HDD 3,5" 2

internal SSD 2,5" 3



Model OBERON PRO SILENT

Maximum number of fans 5

Number of pre-mounted fans

front 2 x 120 mm

back 1 x 120 mm

Place for extension cards 7

Space for power supply Bottom of the case

Tunnel for power supply unit YES – 240 mm

Height of CPU cooling 163 mm

Maximum length of video card 395 mm

Filter under the power supply unit YES

Filter on the top panel YES

Filter on the front panel YES

Noise-dampening mats YES – inside front, left, right, top panel.

Chassis thickness 0.7 mm

Net weight 7,1 kg

Colour black, white



03 Number of pieces in the collective package: 1

02 Product code (Black): AT-OBERON-PS-10-000000-0002

Product code (White): AT-OBERON-PS-20-000000-0002

01
EAN (Black): 5901885248400

EAN (White): 5901885248417 

LOGISTICS

04 Dimensions of the collective package: 560 x 560 x 320 cm


